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1. Problematic *iže*
   - *iže* & *čto*: not RP but topic marker?
     - What we will do today
   - Topic function of RP? Systematizing the grammatical contexts
   - Other highlighting devices
     - Hanging topics – why they are interesting
     - Tagging?
   - NP ‘inside’ of the relative clause
     - head-internal RC vs RC with apposition
Slight change of the topic: while looking for non-relative uses of *iže*, I got interested in sentences of the following type
(1) (BBL 682, end of 12th c.)
ежь то ти есьмь посылала 3 резане михальви на повои да же ти въдаль
a. ‘the 3 rezany I have given to Michal for the scarf, he should hand [it] over’
b. Cf. also ex. (8)
Problematic *iže*

- Can be found in...
  - the birchbark letters (BBL)
    - early examples with *eže*, later ones with *čto*
  - but also in charters (*gramoty*)
  - in the First Novgorod Chronicle etc.
- but also in 16\textsuperscript{th}-17\textsuperscript{th} century texts (cf. Troickij 1968)
Many researchers classify čto in such constructions not as relative pronoun (RP), but as a topic marker (‘союз вводящий тему’)

(Potebnja 1958), Sreznevskij, Troickij (1968), Zaliznjak (2004)
- Potebnja (1958, 204): союзы а что
- Usual translation: ‘что касается…’, ‘что до…’, ‘относительно’
- Mendoza (2007): the same can be said for iže & ože which are used in similar constructions

⇒ the first element in the sentence ≠ RP, but topic marker; clause ≠ RC, but topic

Zaliznjak (1981: 103)

“Заметим, что предложение с оже то (кх. 8) не является здесь в полном смысле придаточным: оно близко к независимому назывному предложению, вводящему тему. Свободные конструкции такого рода (весьма архаичные) характерны и для современной разг. речи.”
What we will do today

I will argue that...

- it is sensible to analyse the early exx. as rel. clauses
  - we can trace the development from \textbf{RP} \textgreater{} \textbf{topic marker}

- there is an interesting subgroup of RCs with a similar surface structure: \textbf{RP} + \textbf{predicate} + \textbf{NP}
  - but 2 different kinds of underlying structures
    \Rightarrow{} we need 2 types of annotation

- there are parallels to non-relative constructions with similar function
  - all of the constructions in question are typical for \textbf{colloquial language use}, the analysis & annotation of which is not straightforward
    - we will discuss possible solutions
Systematizing the grammatical contexts

- In the literature we find a rather heterogeneous accumulation of exx. for the “topic function” of čto
  ⇒ we will focus on group A and refer to the others when necessary

A) čto + overt predicate + NP
   i) with grammatical connection to the MC
      (2) цето ен прислале дова цьевека те побегли (BBL 582, end of 13th c.)
   ii) without grammatical connection to the MC
       → cf. ex. (1)

B) čto + NP_{nominative} without overt predicate
   i) with grammatical connection to the MC (e.g. demonstrative pronoun)
      (3) а уто пѣшца, а ти сташа от святого Ильи противу Городища (Novg. I let., 6763 [1255] (14th c.))
   ii) without grammatical connection to the MC
       (4) а уто кнѣже мѣить по суждальской земли и въ твоей волости // отъ воза имати по 2 вкши (gramota Novg. 1270)
C) čto + NP_{GEN}: ‘what of X’ (PART)
   i) with grammatical connection to the MC
      (5) что волости всѣхъ Новгородѣскѣхъ тѣго ти княже не держати своими мужи, нѣ держати мужи Новгородѣскѣими (gramota 1270)
   ii) without grammatical connection to the MC
      (6) а что княже тобѣ было гнѣва на Посадника и на всѣ Новгородъ // то ти княже все нелюбье отложить (gramota 1270)

D) cases with bare eže / čto → clearly an argument of the subord. clause predicate
   i) with grammatical connection to the MC
      (7) (а если потерѣешь а то помени (BBL 163, end of 12th c.) – usually treated differently)
   ii) without grammatical connection to the MC
      (8) оже то еси казале Несѣдѣ вѣвериуть тѣхъ сѣдѣла коли то еси приходише вѣ роусъ сѣ лазъвикъ тѣгѣдѣ вѣззале Ø_i оу менѣ лазъвике переалславаъвъ (BBL 105, end of 12th c.)
Preliminary comment on group D

- Exx. of group D show that čto can’t be regarded as a mere topic marker
  - as long as it can occupy the argument position of a RC predicate \( \Rightarrow \) neither conjunction nor particle

- Only in the late (15\(^{th}\) c.) BBL we find sentences in which čto clearly doesn’t belong to the argument structure of the predicate

(9) цто позвал тебе сава здѣ суду нѣть  
   а. ‘Что [касается того, что] тебя вызвал [на суд] Савва, то здесь суда нет’
Other highlighting devices

- The analysis of čto as topic marker is based on the translation of the clause with ‘что касается’ → indicating topic function
  - problematic! not based on structure
  - there are many highlighting strategies fulfilling the same function
  - differ with respect to their connection to the MC

(10) Nominativus pendens / hanging topic / NP-Clause construction

a вытоле́ном того излови́ли

(BBL 600, beginning of 13th c.)

(11) Behaviour of clitics

a [роль петровой] повелело носелю измолотиво кривою дати Ø

a. ‘As for the rye, I have told Petrov to grind [it] and give it to Kriv’

(BBL 196, beginning of 14th c.)

Hanging topics – why they are interesting

- Typical for spontaneous spoken language (English, German, French...)
  - Examples from Conversational Russian, cf. Zemskaja (1973: 239f.):
    \[(12) \text{Миша // ему все равно}\]

- Often assumed: hanging topics are located outside the clause proper
  - base generated in this position (e.g. Grohmann 2003)
  - TOROT annotation: we normally treat heavy left-dislocated elements as APOS on the light placeholder
    - *The tall man over there, he sells apples*
    - What about the “short” hanging topic cases?
    - And the longer ones? E.g. nom. NP with RC, cf:

\[(13) \text{(PVL, Razd.)} \]

- Конь, его же любишь и будиши на немъ, отъ того ти умрети
Hanging topics – why they are interesting

APOS on the light placeholder

hanging topic as clausal adjunct
Hanging topics – why they are interesting

- It is certainly not sensible to invent new labels for one idiosyncrasy, but:
  - if it turns out that there are other cases in which this label could be useful, we may want to apply it to these cases as well

**Figure:** ex. (9): Tagging *čto* as topic marker?

(9) *čto позвал тебе сава здѣ суду нѣть*

a. ‘Что [касается того, что] тебя вызвал [на суд] Савва, то здесь суда нет’
Hanging topics – why they are interesting

Let’s consider more complex structures:

(14)  

A пожне книже уто пошло тобе и твоимъ мужемъ то твое (gramota, 1264-65)

a. ‘And as for the ploughlands (nom.pl.f), what is due to you and your men, this [is] yours / so [it is] yours’

Here, požne is probably not the head of čto

- would trigger plural form of RC predicate, cf. ex. (21)
Where in the MC could *požne* be located?
- Attached as 2nd APOS to *to*?
- ex. (15) exhibits the same structure
  (if *ože* is to be analysed as RP & not as ‘if’)
- and ex. (16) is even worse → no connection to MC

(15) “heading-like expressions” *o/pro*

Про белу оже юсте не стороговале то прислите со проста (Пск. 6, end of 13th c.)

a. ‘About the squirrel skins / as for the squirrel skins…’

(16) а цто про самозерци // χεδύλε εεεε

(BBL 131, end of 14th c.)
A modification of ex. (14) leads us to the RP + predicate + NP structures

(17) follow-up of (14) (gramota, 1264-65):

а что блылъ отъывъ братъ твои Александръ пожне, а то ти книжке ненадобъ

a. ‘and what your brother took away, the fields, – this you don’t need’

Description:  

- požne nom/acc.plural
- to agrees with čto, not with the potential head

Such structures are reminiscent of the following exx. from colloquial Russian

(18) та, которая здесь стояла лампа, я ее не брал (Miller & Weinert 1998: 116, ex. 69d)
(19) которую она купила белка – она вся будет отлетать (Kručinina 1968: 85)
NP ‘inside’ of the relative clause

- Mendoza (2007) analyses all **RP + pred + NP** clauses as **head-internal RCs**
  - Interesting because: we know head-internal RCs from OCS
    
    (20) егоже αξιον ουσίκνηχαν μοιανα ενεμεν. (Mk 6:16)

- Normal for RC-internal heads to receive case from the predicate inside the RC
NP ‘inside’ of the relative clause

- Similarities between OCS & OR structures
  - the word order in the OCS & OR examples is similar (NP usually at the end of the clause)
  - also in BBL we find eže in such constructions before we find čto
- in OCS: usually assumed that they emerged due to Greek influence

⇒ Greek structure in BBL? probably not!

Note:
- While the head-internal analysis is sensible for a subgroup of examples (see below), it doesn’t seem to be the best solution for cases like (17) & (23)
In head-internal RCs there should be an underlying agreement between čto and the NP

- if the NP are in the *nom.pl* → predicate is in plural form as well

(21) а што поїмані люди мої. пустити взы безъ вскуп я (gramota, 1318)

(22) тыхъ дѣдинъ, што тутъ писаны суть (gramota, 1361)

- Furthermore, the pronominal element in the MC should not be able to refer only to čto as in (17/23)

**Contrast ex. 23 with ex. 21**

(23) а [ц]то б[зы]ло б ви[л]д моя. а того не далъ (BBL 754, end of 14th c.)

- In Zaliznjak (2004) the following translation is given

  И шесть бел, что были мои, он [тоже] не дал.
NP ‘inside’ of the relative clause

(23) а [ц]то б[ы]л 6 би[л]ъ моѧ. а того не далъ (BBL 754, end of 14th c.)


- Zaliznjak (2004: 168/184) takes čto to be a topic marker and, therefore, classifies this example as one of the few cases where the predicate doesn’t agree with the subject
  - šest’ = head of NP, feminine; triggers fem.sg. moę
  - hence the predicate should be byla

- If we take čto to be a real relpr and analyse 6 bilъ as an apposition to the RC, čto would be the subject and the agreement flawless
  - My translation: ‘what was (there) – my 6 squirrel skins, even that he didn’t give [to me]’
  - Note also that togo refers back to čto!
Appositions of this kind also occur with postpositive free RCs

(24) водаи семꙋ еже рыкло върышцю тꙋ

a. ‘give him (this one) what he said – the / this grain’

In conversational analysis: **add-ons, replacements**

- semantically empty / non-specific entity (pronoun) being replaced by a postposed NP which specifies it (Vorreiter 2003)
- how should we tag such colloquial structures?
Figure: Tagging as head-internal RC (according to TOROT) and as RC with appositive NP

(25a) (BBL 582, end of 13th c.)
цето еси присла̀лъ дова цѐловека те побегли
head-internal RC vs RC with apposition

- It is sensible to apply the RC with apposition analysis if...
  1. the NP is in clause final position
  2. the predicate and/or the pronominal element of the MC agree with the *neut.sg* RP rather than the NP

- If the NP is clause-final **but** the agreement facts don’t give us any clues (no pronoun in MC, *neut.sg* NP in RC...), the structures are ambiguous
  - oscillate between head-internal RC & RC with apposition reading

⇒ in the 14th c.: 1 (3) ex. out of 13 (15) where NP is not clause-final\(^2\), cf. (25)

\(^2\)In 2 of them, čto could be translated as ‘if’; also in Zaliznjak’s translation, although he classifies čto as topic marker
head-internal RC?

(25) (BBL 446, end of 14th c.)

что ёси. осподине конѣ подавалъ. тѢи. осподине. конѣ. захарьya
вѢдваютъ. оу нѧць

- Analysis as head-internal RC (kotorye konѣ) more probable than to treat čto as a topic marker
  - it is the NP (horses) which is highlighted, not the proposition as a whole
  - cf. (26) where both interpretations are possible
Summary and problems

We have seen that...

- there are cases where a head-internal analysis should be favoured (ex. 25) and such where an appositive analysis is more convincing (ex. 23)
  - What should we do with the ambiguous cases?
    1. tag them according to one of the 2 models (e.g. all RCs with NP in final position = appositive)
    2. allow for ambiguous cases
Interpretation & position of these RCs in the tree

- Both of the 2 types of RCs considered so far have a rather loose connection to the following MC
  
  i) the head-internal RCs are potentially similar to hanging topics + RC; cf. (13) and:

  (27) programmi che per i bambini // a l’indomana vedono guardono per la scuola
      a. programmi per i bambini is taken as presenting the topic of this section of discourse (Miller & Weinert 1998: 59)

  ii) in the RC + apposition because of the add-on itself (possibly intonational break before and after it)

- The ‘as far as x is concerned’-reading is potentially available in all structures of these types

- Should we then treat all of them as clause external – regardless of their “grammatical connection” to the MC?
Connection between RC & MC

I RCs which correspond to an empty argument position in the MC

II RCs which have a corresponding demonstrative / NP in the MC
   it can target almost any position inside the RC
   1 čto (15/16)
   2 the NP (цето ёси присладе дова целовека те побегли)
   3 part of the NP (цо ёси посла д[б]тину да [с'дала да в[б]лла] и по туму и о[познавъ да отадбавли]

III with adverbial to in MC, referring to the whole proposition

IV RCs without any grammatical connection to the MC
Interpretation & position of these RCs in the tree

- I actually wanted to argue in favour of a clause-external analysis in all cases

Reasons for this:

- The connection to the MC (referential element / empty argument position in MC) is not mandatory
  - there are many unintegrated RCs, cf. ex. (1)

- If there is a referential element in the MC, it can target any NP in the MC (cf. exx. 1 & 8)
  - difficult to speak about movement of the RC out of the MC!

- Referential elements in MC can also refer back to hanging topics, cf. (11)
  - if this is not an argument to treat hanging topics as clause-internal, then the same can be said about our RCs
Interpretation & position of these RCs in the tree

Reasons for this:

- It would be nice to say that these structures (with NP inside of RC) are *specialised* for the use as clause-external topics
  - form / structure-based rather than function-based
- Group B (RP + NP type) would fit nicely into this pattern
  - RP analysis is also available in structures of the *čto pešca* type
  - similar to colloquial Russian structures: *которые верующие их здесь не было* (Kručinina 1968: 84)
  - where the NP is said to be in predicative position (*которые фронтовики – которые были на фронте*)
Problem:

- Group D: where eže/čto occurs without NP, but clearly occupies an argument position of the RC predicate
  - can also occur as unintegrated RCs (without connection to MC), cf. (8)
  - if there is a connection between RC and MC as in (7), the RC is usually not treated as clause external

- Maybe we have to reconsider the exx. of group D

Note:

- Frequent use of conjunctions (i/a in front of both the RC and the MC
- they are different from postposed free RCs
- in early texts we find almost no to-čto exx. Simple inversion of (7) not possible
  i) а что потеряешь а то помени
  ii) ?помени то что потеряешь
  iii) ✅ помени что потеряешь (free RC)
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